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A new hero will rise...From the ruins of the final battle, a new hero has emerged. A hero who will

take The Shade into unchartered territories. Who will usher in a new world order, in which no

predator may ever be safe again. And who will experience and learn to love, like no man has ever

done before...Book your ticket back to The Shade. BuyÂ now!*BEWARE OF SPOILERS IN THE

REVIEWS BELOW that are without spoilers alerts!*
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I say it with every book Bella writes but she has yet again wrote an outstanding book that leaves you

thirsty for more. A Wind of Change is definitely a fitting title for this book. We were introduced to

several new characters in this book but I have to say that River is hands down my new favorite

leading lady. I ugly cried several times during the book because I could relate to her on such a

personal level. I absolutely adore how Bella writes such strong and passionate leading ladies into

her books. You can't help but to fall in love with them. As for The Oasis... there is definitely

something sketchy going on with Jeremiah and his crew. I have no idea what it is at this point but

what I do know is that it isn't good. I have no doubt Bella will let us know in the upcoming books just



what exactly is going on there. As always, Bella has done an amazing job and I cannot wait to get

my hands on the next book. Bravo Bella!!

After the stupendous ending of Rose and Calebâ€™s story line in Book 16, I have been

ANXIOUSLY awaiting the beginning of Benâ€™s. Once again, Bella delivers! We get a lot of back

story of new characters in this installment â€“ important and valuable back story.We are introduced

to a new, wonderfully strong heroine who just might replace Rose as my favorite female character in

the series. And this heroine is of the â€œnormalâ€• world â€“ although, much like Sofia, she comes

from a tough background from which she has not only survived, but thrived. Of course we all knew

that it would take someone VERY special to pair up with our Ben! ï•ŠAnd our new antagonist(s) are

especially scary and mysterious. What exactly they are planning is still a big mystery, but I suspect

we will be uncovering that little gem in Book 18. Although Iâ€™m still reeling from the revelation that

Lucas Novak has a son, I look forward to seeing just what type of person Jeramiah Stone (Novak)

really is. Something tells me that even though he never met his Dad, Lucas still had a huge

influence on who Jeramiah has become.Although this book flows at a slower pace, with not quite as

much jaw dropping craziness as book 16, it is well worth the read. The information gained from this

book is going to lead into what Iâ€™m suspecting is one giant, crazy, indescribable whirlwind of a

story line for Ben and his â€œnew friendâ€•. Canâ€™t WAIT for Book 18!!

A Wind of Change lives up to it's title!Bella Forrest has brought us back to Ben's story with a whole

new world of vampires, half bloods, and humans. New villains have arrived along with a new heroin

for our young adult readers to relate to. Strange new things are going on in this story that leave you

questioning the possibilities. This is a great beginning to our beloved Ben's story and our new

heroin's origin.

As always a wonderful and spectacular book, as are all the books in. This series. I order them free

order then read them the minute they are out and I do mean the minute. I started reading this at

12:15 am and finished it at 3:27 am. I am positive that I am not only addicted to the series but also

the author. I own every book she has written. I just wish I could get a signed book Mark from her to

use when I read her books. She is just an awesome writer and person!!!!!!!!!!!!!! Can't wait for the

next one coming out September 25,2015. I already have it ordered. Thank you so very much. I am a

double transplant patient. I started reading your series while I was in dyalsis and just keep reading

through both transplant surgeries. Thank you so much from the bottom of my heart. You gave me



something to look for word to in my darkest hours. You will never know what this series means to

me!!! Keep up your fabulous work.ðŸ˜ŠðŸ˜•ðŸ˜„ðŸ˜‡ðŸ˜ƒðŸ˜„ðŸ˜†ðŸ˜‰

Warning: I am no spoilers reviewer, sorry.If you are already a fan of the series, then you won't even

to read the reviews and just buy the book and read it.If you are new to the series and author, I

recommend reading from the beginning, A Shade of Vampire, book 1. Bella Forrest, the author, will

not disappoint, and I hope you are enthralled as much as the fans have become of this Fangtastic

series.Wow! I absolutely enjoyed diving into Ben's journey and meeting new characters, and of

course the Oasis.I very much obsessively look forward to finding out more about where Ben's path

takes him next.

Is so hard to put these books down. So don't! You'll love this series of books. Bella takes us back to

Ben's story and it will have you spellbound. Questions have answers and story's added have

questions to where you can't wait for the next book release. I have read all of Bella's books and

everyone has you in love with the characters and the Shade. I hope the books never end. These

books are a must read and you won't regret it.

A new epic tale with some of the same characters but a different story line. I wondered what Bella

was going to go with Ben being at the Oasis. I am glad she gave him River. She seems like just the

person to keep him from drowning in his own need for human blood. The hunters are getting

stronger and now seem to be funded by the government. I can't wait for the next book!

AMAZING. Bella always leaves us wanting for more. This book had lots of action and unexpected

new characters and twist. I am loving Ben and River together and cannot wait to see what will

happen with them. Sacred about the hunters and the treat they pose for the vampire world. Can't

wait for 9/25 and the new book. Keep them coming Bella.
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